Characteristic two-dimensional IR spectroscopic features of antiparallel and parallel beta-sheet polypeptides: simulation studies.
The antiparallel and parallel beta sheets are two of the most abundant secondary structures found in proteins. Although various spectroscopic methods have been used to distinguish these two different structures, the linear spectroscopic measurements could not provide incisive information for distinguishing an antiparallel beta sheet from a parallel beta sheet. After carrying out quantum-chemistry calculations and model simulations, we show that the polarization-controlled two-dimensional (2D) IR photon echo spectroscopy can be of critical use in distinguishing these two different beta sheets. Particularly, the ratio between the diagonal peak and the cross peak is found to be strongly dependent on the quasi-2D array of the amide I local-mode transition dipole vectors. The relative intensities of the cross peaks in the 2D difference spectrum of an antiparallel beta sheet are significantly larger than those of the diagonal peaks, whereas the cross-peak amplitudes in the 2D difference spectrum of a parallel beta sheet are much weaker than the main diagonal-peak amplitudes. A detailed discussion on the origin of the diagonal- and cross-peak intensity distributions of both the antiparallel and parallel beta sheets is presented by examining vibrational exciton delocalization, relative angles between two different normal-mode transition dipoles, and natures of the cross peaks in the 2D difference spectrum.